
Health spending, tax and that Brexit
dividend

There has been a long running argument within government over health spending
and how to pay for future increases. That is why I wrote about efficiency and
quality last week, and set out the case against a hypothecated health tax
sometime ago on this site.

I am pleased to report that the idea for a hypothecated new Health Tax seems
to have been dropped. I explained how such a tax  would not  be enough on its
own, how there would still be plenty of arguments about how much extra money
the NHS needed as well as the hypothecated tax, and how you cannot throttle
back health care simply because one particular tax has fallen short.

I am also pleased to report that those of us who argued a substantial part of
the Brexit dividend should be used to meet increased future health costs have
also been  persuasive. There will be an extra £12bn a year available for
spending and tax cuts once we have terminated our payments., I am in favour
of doing this immediately  after March 29 next year, unless the EU suddenly
comes up with a good deal which is worth letting them have a bit more of our
money after we have left.

There is still work to  be done on whether there is any need for extra
borrowing. That will depend on how fast the economy grows and how quickly the
revenue increases. Lowering tax rates would help raise more revenue in
several cases, which would be a welcome boost to the economy with beneficial
consequences for future spending. When the US is going for a top Income Tax
rate of 37% and  Italy for a top rate of 20% the UK needs to stay competitive
to ensure enough well paid and successful business people stay here and pay
their taxes here to help our public services. The UK economy needs a fiscal
boost to offset the monetary tightening administered by the authorities since
March 2017.

It is also important to grant increased spending for the NHS on the basis of
something for something for something. Just granting a blanket increase could
result in wasteful spending, as we saw in the big increases in the middle
Labour years before they had to slash public spending generally after the
crash.
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